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So, what is a policy brief?

• First of all, it is brief!
• 2-8 pages

• 1000-3000 words

• Second, it is written for policy makers
• Hence it uses their language!

• Practical notes on “policy brief” specifications
• Comparing a policy brief with other types of writing
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Policy making stages and processes

• Problem formation / 
agenda setting 

• Policy formulation

• Policy implementation

• Policy evaluation

Stages Policy briefs’ role

Policy briefs can address all stages of 
policy-making

As such, they are powerful tools for 
policy-makers and policy-developers

Policy processes are very context specific, policy actor dependant and 
vary over time in a country
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Key elements for a policy brief (WHO EMRO, 2021)

1. Title 

2. Justification for the brief and policy objectives (introduction/background/purpose)

3. Key messages or policy main recommendations (summary presentation of the main 
messages) 

4. Description of policy options and their advantages and disadvantages (details of the 
main findings)

5. A description of how the policy brief was developed (methods) 

6. Further important considerations 

7. Acknowledgements

8. Conflicts of interests

9. Sources of evidence and key references
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A policy brief versus an academic paper

Policy briefs
• Short

• Includes methods

• Recommendations / conclusions bound within available 
evidence            

• Aims in supporting policy-making
• Should use plain language

• Address few linked key questions 
• e.g. “policy problem, policy options, implementation of the 

options, barriers”

• Findings based on data and evidence from variety of 
sources

• Multiple sources of data and evidence, mixed 
presentation of the findings

• Gives focus to main findings, interpretation of the 
findings, recommendations and their contextualization

• Give focus to implementation challenges
• Discussion of responsibilities and who takes the task 

forward

• Hence a different order of content

Academic papers
• Short

• Includes methods

• Recommendations / conclusions bound within available 
evidence            

• Often aims at advancing knowledge

• Focused on 1-2 key questions amenable to one main 
methodology 

• e.g. “is policy option A more effective than policy option 
B?” OR “what are the main barriers for the implementation 
of policy Option A?”

• Findings directly derived from the data generated 
through the research to generate evidence

• Source of data varies by methodology

• Gives focus to methods, findings and discussing the 
limitations of the findings

• Often not concerned with the implementation of the 
findings

• Hence a different order of content 
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A policy brief versus an academic paper
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Policy briefs Academic papers

Short Short

Includes methods Includes methods

Recommendations / conclusions bound within available 
evidence            

Recommendations / conclusions bound within available 
evidence            

Aims in supporting policy-making

- Should use plain language
Often aims at advancing knowledge

Addresses few linked key questions (e.g. “policy problem, policy 
options, implementation of the options, barriers”)

Focused on 1-2 key questions amenable to one main 
methodology (e.g. “is policy option A more effective than policy 
option B?” OR “what are the main barriers for the 
implementation of policy Option A?”)

Findings based on data and evidence from variety of sources
Findings directly derived from the data generated through 
the research to generate evidence

Multiple sources of data and evidence, mixed presentation 
of the findings

Source of data varies by methodology

Gives focus to main findings, interpretation of the findings, 
recommendations and their contextualization

Gives focus to methods, findings and discussing the 
limitations of the findings

Give focus to implementation challenges (Discussion of 
responsibilities and who takes the task forward)

Often not concerned with the implementation of the 
findings

Hence a different order of content Hence a different order of content
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A policy brief versus an advocacy brief or memo
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Policy briefs Advocacy brief / memo

Short Short

Includes methods Often does not include methods

Recommendations / conclusions bound 
within available evidence            

Recommendations focused on already made 
decisions or the direction of advocacy / 
interest            

Aims in supporting policy-making

(gives policy options and their pros 
and cons)

Aims at implementing policies or 
influencing policy making in a certain 
direction

Addresses few linked key questions Focused on key recommendations

Findings based on data and evidence 
from variety of sources

Selected use of data and evidence

Gives focus to main findings, 
interpretation of the findings, 
recommendations and their 
contextualization

Focused on key recommendations

Give focus to implementation challenges 

(Discussion of responsibilities and 
who takes the task forward)

Often not concerned with the challenges –
rather encouraging implementation or 
decision

Hence the recommended order of 
content

May include different elements in the  
presentation of content
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Developing a policy brief from a 
comprehensive document
• Don’t try shortening a long document into a policy brief

• Cutting the text down is not the best approach
• It is difficult anyhow as you feel attached to the text

• Instead, write the policy based on the key element of the report
• Note that you may need to have a different focus in the policy making

• Imagine you are describing a 3h film to a friend in 5 min!

• Focus on the big picture, on key issues

• Start writing the policy brief from “key messages” and “policy options”
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What if you do not have a report?

• You start from describing the issue of interest

• You will need to provide the data and evidence that supports 
recommendations
• Searching evidence and consulting stakeholders

• Evidence from systematic reviews and valid research

• Identification of policy options and their pros and cons
• Key barriers and facilitators of policy implementation
• Use local knowledge and data to complement the evidence

• And prepare the brief based on the proposed standards
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Remember that a policy brief should 

• be short!

• be easy to follow and interesting to read 
• use graphs and diagrams if they help delivering the message

• be based on evidence 
• not focused on methods and unnecessary details

• give a lot of attention to policy implementation
• and potential barriers and facilitators

• remain focused on the key policy question
• addressing it the main aim of a policy brief!
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